Abstract: Over the past century, major advances in astronomy and astrophysics have been largely driven by improvements in instrumentation and data collection. With the amassing of high quality data from new telescopes, and especially with the advent of deep and large astronomical surveys, it is becoming clear that future advances will also rely heavily on how those data are analyzed and interpreted. New methodologies derived from advances in statistics, computer science, and machine learning are beginning to be employed in sophisticated investigations that are not only bringing forth new discoveries, but are placing them on a solid footing. Progress in wide-field sky surveys, interferometric imaging, precision cosmology, exoplanet detection and characterization, and many subfields of stellar, Galactic and extragalactic astronomy, has resulted in complex data analysis challenges that must be solved to perform scientific inference. Research in astrostatistics and astroinformatics will be necessary to develop the state-of-the-art methodology needed in astronomy. Overcoming these challenges requires dedicated, interdisciplinary research. We recommend: (1) increasing funding for interdisciplinary projects in astrostatistics and astroinformatics; (2) dedicating space and time at conferences for interdisciplinary research and promotion; (3) developing sustainable funding for long-term astrostatisics appointments; and (4) funding infrastructure development for data archives and archive support, state-of-the-art algorithms, and efficient computing.
What is the role of astrostatistics and astroinformatics research?
→ To develop modern methods for extracting scientific information from astronomical data.
Astrostatistics forms the foundation for robust algorithms and principled methods that are applied to a variety of problems in astronomy. Astroinformatics involves the systematic and disciplined development of code, data management and dissemination techniques, high-performance computing, and machine learning based inference. Both astrostatistics and astroinformatics (i.e., astro data science) have been rapidly emerging fields of research rigorously pursued at the intersection of observational astronomy, statistics, algorithm development, and data science [14, 93, 49, 40, 136] . The number of articles with keyword 'Methods: Statistical' increased by a factor of 2.5 in the past decade; those with 'machine learning' increased by 4 times over five years; and those with 'deep learning' have more than tripled every year since 2015. Thus, the challenges of astronomical sciences reveal a deep and broad demand for advanced methodology and techniques. Astronomical problems impossible to approach with traditional methods are now forefront research efforts because of advancements in astrostatistics and astroinformatics.
In the next decade, astronomy data will present new challenges, and will make astrostatistics and astroinformatics research a necessity for nontrivial scientific inference in an increasing range of critical research areas. Astronomy 'big data' described by the four V's -volume, velocity, variety, and veracity -demand new methodologies. It is vitally important that the quality and sophistication of the techniques match the quality and sophistication of the data. The specific application of any new method requires research involving data, statistics, algorithm development and computations, and, thus, the combined knowledge and experience of astronomers, statisticians, and computational experts. Cross-disciplinary collaboration and communication at a very high level are critical to such research; conceptual and jargon barriers between disciplines must be overcome.
Several white papers on astrostatistics and astroinformatics research, endorsed by dozens of leaders in the fields, were submitted to the Astro2010 Decadal Survey [92, 12, 13, 50] . Since then, some recommendations have been implemented, such as the formation of the Working Group on Astroinformatics & Astrostatistics within the American Astronomical Society, and the Astrostatistics Interest Group within the American Statistical Association. What remains underdeveloped, however, is the formal recognition of and financial commitment to the efforts needed to make necessary progress in astrostatistics and astroinformatics.
Astrostatistics and astroinformatics research impacts all areas of astronomy and needs to be recognized as a science area within astronomy. explorations. Our recommendation is to: (1) create supportive environments for long-term research in astrostatistics and astroinformatics; (2) promote research in this field with specific national level programs, fellowships, professional development, and consulting; and (3) provide sustained funding for long-term research programs.
How do modern astrostatistics and astroinformatics methods impact astronomy?
→ They overcome challenges with data and improve scientific inference.
Astrostatistics and astroinformatics research does not fit traditional thematic boundaries, as it includes both technological development and scientific research in statistical and information sciences. However, these disciplines are now a necessity for modern astronomical research. Tables 1 and 2 highlight recent advances and expected challenges, and indicate the impact of emerging methods in thematic areas of astronomy.
How can the state-of-the-art methods be best applied in astronomy?
→ Through astronomy involvement in active methodology research Existing statistical and machine learning methods need to be further developed to be applicable in astronomy. For example, adaptation of recent machine learning advancements to address building explanatory models rather than task-specific predictive models requires astronomy involvement in two active research areas of machine learning:
Scalable probabilistic machine learning (including deep learning): Most ML algorithms seek to make one set of predictions or point estimates, optimal to one specific end task. In astronomy, methods need to quantify uncertainty and provide results (e.g., probabilistic catalogs) that enable uncertainty propagation. Probabilistic methods are well suited to this, but are computationally expensive and not easily scalable to large datasets. Scalable approaches using ML are being investigated. Collaboration with statisticians and computer scientists is needed to develop such methods tailored to astronomers' needs. Astronomy needs to become a driver of this research.
Interpretable machine learning (especially deep learning): Complex machine learning methods are coming to astronomy (e.g., deep learning methods involving convolutional and adversarial nets for analyzing image data [122, 54, 112, 107] , and recurrent neural nets for time series data [102] ). Unfortunately, such methods often are used as 'black box' predictors, while generalizable understanding of a phenomenon requires an interpretable model. The emerging field of interpretable machine learning involves explanatory goals, not just predictive goals. Astronomy needs to actively participate in this research.
Recommendations
The compilations in Tables 1 and 2 highlight two important facts: (1) common methodology is repeatedly used with small alterations across different wave-bands to address diverse problems that span many thematic areas; and (2) duplicated development efforts slow the pace of advance. To facilitate the faster development and dissemination of advanced methods we recommend:
Funding: Astrostatistics and astroinformatics must be recognized as a subfield of astronomical research that affects all of its thematic areas. Proposals in this field must be evaluated by appropriately cross-disciplinary panels.
Communication: Astronomy conferences must make room for methodological discussion, both to disseminate new advances and to raise the awareness for non-experts. Funding for tutorials and other means of communication should be encouraged.
Sustainability: There must be sustained funding through grants and fellowships, to support graduate students and post-docs for several years. Astronomy departments should be encouraged to have more tenure-track positions focused on data science research.
Infrastructure: There must be support for both maintaining data archives and training data sets, for publicly available and supported software, and efficient computing. [114] overlapping sources, faint structures [131, 99] , non-Gaussian uncertainties, unknown populations, complex morphology [28, 57] probabilistic catalogues [18, 75, 118, 117] ; machine learning for open clusters [24, 121] ; identifying members of stellar groups [55, 21] , spatial point patterns [8] ; account for uncertainties [145] ; waveletbased clustering methods [19, 20] ; structure in diffuse X-ray background [2] ; solar feature classification and properties [69, 134] ; flare modeling, energy release and evolution [7] ; thermal segmentation of the corona [132] ; stellar coronal thermal and density structure via Emission Measure distributions [79, 148] ; sources of coronal heating (e.g., nanoflares) [25, 26] ; effect of stellar activity on exoplanets. [33, 128] Solar and stellar flare onsets and distributions [80] ; characterization of stellar activity to reveal hidden signals of exoplanets [119, 103] ; determining the nature (magnetic or tidal) and magnitude of the Star-Planet Interaction effect [31, 116] ; isochrone fitting to determine ages, metallicity, and star formation history of star clusters [10, 27] ; completeness and limitations of the Heliophysics Event Knowledgebase [98, 1] Solar dispersed image spectral decomposition (also applicable to SNRs) [146] ; solar and stellar DEMs that incorporate atomic data uncertainties [150] ; disambiguating photons from overlapping close binaries in confused fields to facilitate spectral and timing analysis [75] ; loop recognition in solar coronal images [6, 134] ; morphological analysis to recognize diffuse structure [115, 47] Formation and Evolution of Compact Objects X-ray spectral-timing analysis [135] ; Bayesian Inference and evolutionary algorithms for neutron star equation of state [109, 110, 133] ; merging systems [125] ; transient detections [22] ; accretion states [140] .
Use of spectral, spatial, time and polarimetry domain [124, 120] ; periodicity detection [144] ; "needle in a haystack" searches [88, 89] ; state transitions [141, 60, 142] ; localization [32] New models, computational power; Gaussian processes in time domain for Poisson (Cox process) X-ray and gamma-ray [83, 82, 81, 130] ; use of higher order Fourier product and non-linear signal processing [68] ; machine learning methods [67, 97, 127, 96] 
Galactic Astronomy and Galaxy Evolution
Gaia data [56, 63] ; Machine Learning methods and Bayesian inference Account for uncertainties, incompleteness and biases Machine learning to discover new stellar open clusters [24] ; photometric redshifts [29, 44, 4, 17, 77, 126] ; Bayesian Inference for distances from parallaxes and for proper motions from astrometric data [62, 94] ; the mass of the Milky Way [100, 46, 113, 23] , identifying members of stellar groups [55] Multi-Messenger Astronomy and Astrophysics
Detecting transients, multi-band identifications Localization, nanohertz GW detection [88, 89] , GW-EM coincidence [11] Bayesian hierarchical models with efficient samplers, Gaussian mixture models [43] [73, 65] ; characterization of planetary systems [139] ; analysis of transit timing variations to characterize the exoplanet mass-radius relationship Inadequate statistical estimators used in early analysis [51, 65] ; Bayesian hierarchical models to combine large measurement uncertainties and intrinsic astrophysical variability [147, 106] ; The combination of TESS and ground-based Doppler surveys is poised to significantly expand the sample of planets for such analyses, providing new constraints for physical modeling of exoplanets Advanced methods applicable to new generation of instruments; for characterizing stellar variability [38] ; machine learning and data-driven models for analyzing high resolution spectroscopic time series [76, 16] ; quantifying the evidence of low-mass planets, even with simple RV time series [39, 104] ; Gaussian Process for RV time series [36] Stars and Planet Formation Extract information from the high resolution optical and infrared spectra; ALMA [3] images; use molecular lines to probe high-dimensional space with dynamic and chemical information multiwavelegth studies of spatial and kinematic structures in clusters [86] Gaussian processes to deal with correlated residuals from model systematics, and to construct physics-based forward-models [34, 101] ; data-driven approaches for accurate spectral models on a pixel-by-pixel basis; only over-simplified models are used [34] as complex models with chemical networks [64] , non-ideal MHD, effects of planet clearing, are computationally inefficient for Bayesian inference [95, 9] ; inadequate statistics for understanding the highly non-homogeneous distributions of young stellar objects Bayesian inference for sophisticated models in a computationally tractable implementation; data-driven approaches to model disk rotation curves and search for the influence of planets [149, 137] ; Fourier-based matched filters to enable sensitive and efficient molecular line searches (e.g., detection of faint molecular emission from methanol [91] ); new statistics for inhomogeneous point processes, modifications of the two-point correlation function [114, 8] ; advanced cluster analysis methods including mixture models and density clustering algorithms [85, 74, 15] 
Cosmology and Fundamental Physics
Harness subtle signals to reduce scatter [108, 107, 61] , quickly generate mock data [123, 59 ] discriminate models to quantify statistical and systematic uncertainties [41, 42] ; to perform likelihood-free cosmological inference [71, 58, 5, 78, 90] and classify objects [72, 143, 30, 37, 87, 70] Apply new advancements in ML interpretability, including saliency maps [129] and the deep k-nearest neighbors approach [111] Development of a brand-new Bayesian machine learning framework suitable to handle the many layers of statistical error structures presented in Astronomy (selection bias, errors-in-measurements, systematics, etc.)
